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Branded Physician Education: How to Integrate 
Promotion and Education 
By John Mack 
 
In 2004, pharmaceutical companies spent over $1 
Billion sponsoring accredited CME programs for 
physicians. Since then, many pharmaceutical 
companies have moved their CME-sponsorship 
budgets out of marketing and sales and given 
exclusive control of CME spending to their medical 
education departments. It remains to be seen if 
pharma-sponsored CME has suffered as a 
consequence. 

The HealthPoint division of MedPoint specializes in 
medical education that directly supports client 
marketing goals and that exploits the common 
ground between brand promotion and effective 
education. Services include: 

• Advisor, consultant, and KOL programs 
• Speaker training and coordination 
• Medical writing and editing 
• Publication program services Advantages of Branded Physician Education 
• Graphic design and print production “There is still a desire for marketing to reach out to 

physicians with educational promotional programs 
that are more within their control,” says Wayne 
Dunlap, VP, Marketing and Strategic Planning at 
MedPoint Communications, a marketing and 
educational services company headquartered in 
Evanston, IL. Dunlap calls this “branded physician 
education” or “within label medical education,” 
which mentions the brand name, is within labeling, 
and includes fair balance. And unlike pharma-
sponsored CME, sales reps can actively recruit 
their physician clients to participate in branded 
educational programs.  

• List development 
• Audience recruitment  
• Faculty training 
• Meeting planning 
• Web site development 
• Onsite technical support 

Multi-channel Approach 
“We might put on a live dinner meeting in 
downtown Chicago that attracts 20 or 30 docs,” 
says Dunlap, “but a simultaneous broadcast of the 
event as a real-time Web cast can reach many 
times more docs online, making the event much 
more cost-effective.” MedPoint also digitally 
captures the live event and produces a multi-media 
archive that can be distributed by the sales force on 
a CD-ROM or uploaded to an interactive Web site. 

Branded physician education also has significant 
advantages over eDetailing. Branded education 
allows more face time with clinicians, for example, 
and much more interaction between clinicians and 
key opinion leaders. 

“Physician Access is at a premium,” says Bill 
Cooney, President of MedPoint. “High prescribing 
physicians receive more than three times as many 
phone calls as they did ten years ago.  More than 
one-third of doctors don’t see reps at all. And even 
when representatives get access, the average 
sales call lasts only a few minutes and frequently 
just a matter of seconds.”MedPoint allows its 
pharma clients to disseminate information to 
physicians across multiple distribution channels in a 
synergetic fashion. “All physicians are not alike,” 
Cooney reminds us, “and have multiple ways of 
receiving information and often have preferred 
channels. Some like in person events, , others 
would prefer live eMeetings or recorded web casts 
that can be accessed at the physicians leisure.. We 
offer all these options.” 

Offering multiple channels—and especially online 
asynchronous channels—is critical to reaching 
physicians who, studies show, are more and more 
receptive to online interactions with pharmaceutical 
companies. A 2004 Verispan ePromotion Annual 
Study revealed that more than two-thirds of 
physicians participate in ePromotions in addition to 
face-to-face promotions. 

Key Ingredients 
Aside from offering multiple-channel access, 
Dunlap emphasizes the importance of other factors 
for a successful branded educational program: 

1. Ensure that the topic is interesting. Physicians 
are most interested in learning about a new 
drug or a new approved indication for a drug.  
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Results of investigational clinical trials are also 
popular. It may be challenging to come up with 
an interesting topic for a drug in the late 
stages of its lifecycle,  

5. Length of Meeting. Certain topics and 
especially dinner meetings can run 2 or 3 
hours, but when the topic is more promotional 
as is the case with in-label physician 
education, 20 to 30 minutes is optimal.  2. Timing. eEvent schedules are very important. 

Attendance is higher when programs are 
offered at multiple times throughout the day.   

6. Speaker Interaction. Allow enough time for 
interaction between the faculty presenter and 
the audience. You can block out an hour for a 
short presentation, but be sure to reserve 
sufficient time after the presentation for 
questions and interaction with physicians in 
the audience. 

a. Early morning, mid-day, late afternoon 
and dinnertime conferences 

b. Key conference times equitably 
distributed across all time zones 

c. Lunchtime meetings are particularly 
effective. Attendance is better if you 
start 15 minutes after the hour; e.g., 
12:15 PM rather than 12:00 PM for a 
lunch meeting. This allows physicians to 
do errands during their lunch breaks and 
still be in time to attend the program. 

7. Key Opinion Leader (KOL). A well-known 
expert will draw more attendees. 

3. Multiple channels of distribution allow 
interaction with clinicians on their own terms. 

Pharmaceutical companies often use KOLs and 
Medical Science Liaisons early in a product’s 
lifecycle (e.g., before approval) to provide physician 
education about clinical trials and other data 
supporting their product’s efficacy. KOLs can also 
be effective in branded physician education 
programs. “Physicians like to hear and interact with 
key opinion leaders who may not focus exactly on 
company-sanctioned talking points,” says Dunlap, 
“but the physician audience appreciates the honest 
opinion.”  

4. Preempt Technical Issues. Site testing of 
faculty and registrant computers prior to the 
event avoids technical problems on the day of 
the meeting.  A 1-800 tech-support line assists 
field representatives, and clinicians who may 
want assistance logging on. Online Brand Education 

The advantage of the simultaneous web cast is that 
a doctor in South 
Dakota can ask the 
KOL a question 
relevant to his or her 
own practice. Infor-
mation conveyed 
this way has far 
more credibility than 
a detail by a sales 
rep. The sales rep 
also benefits by 
being the facilitator 
and bringing within-
label, unbiased in-
formation from a 
third-party KOL to 
the doctor. In other 
words, these kinds 
of activities do not 
necessarily cut the 
sales rep out of the 
loop.  More often the 
representtative is 
seen as responsive 
to the needs of the 
physician. 

FIGURE 1: TelePoint™ WebConferencing Technology: Characteristics of TelePoint WebConferencing 
include a customizable interface, markup tools, multipoint live video, voice and text-chat, online polling 
and data collection capabilities. 

Continued on next page…
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As mentioned previously, sales reps can be used to 
recruit doctors to attend branded programs. 
However, pharma companies should not depend 
100% on the sales force for recruiting physicians to 
attend events. “Perhaps only 20% of the sales reps 
drive 80% of registrations attributable to reps,” says 
Dunlap. “Sometimes, recruiting is not a very 
popular activity for reps who are more focused on 
selling and other recruiting methods may be 
required.” 

Sometimes, pharma-ceutical sales reps act as 
facilitators, sched-uling educational acti-veties as a 
means of increasing access to physicians, gaining 
a bit more credibility and face time with their clients 
in the process. The MedPoint service allows reps in 
different parts of the country to invite ten or more 
physicians to a restaurant and participate in a live 
event via a projection of the web cast on a screen. 
“This offers the ultimate in flexibility for reps and 
docs,” says Dunlap. 

Pharma Marketing Ne

“We offer a full-service Web-conferencing solution,” 
says Dunlap. “Our event and support staff secure 
all permissions and contracts, provide recruitment 
and training of 
speakers, manage 
faculty schedules and 
processes honoraria 
on behalf of clients.” 
Technical support 
includes site testing 
and calling registered 
physicians and walking 
them through the 
system beforehand so 
that there are no 
technical obstacles or 
misunderstandings 
that might prevent 
them from attending 
the Web conference. A 
fax or e-mail reminder 
is sent 24 to 48 hours 
prior to an event. On 
the day of the event an 
outbound phone call 
goes out to physician 
offices that have not 
logged on five minutes 
prior to start time. 
Likewise, MedPoint 
maintains a 1-800 tech 
support line for sales 
representatives that 
may be hosting an online
who might want assistance

MedPoint has a trained staff for recruiting, including 
nurses who know their way around medical office 
gatekeepers and are not intimidated talking to 

physicians or their staffs. 
In addition, nurse 
recruiters are familiar with 
office schedules and are 
familiar with the 
therapeutic area. Not 
every event calls for 
nurse recruiters, but it is 
definitely an asset for 
some. 

Although recruiting this 
way is not cheap, it is 
more cost-effective than 
doing a mailing, most of 
which is never opened. 
“We can also pre-qualify 
physicians on the phone,” 
says Dunlap. Recruiters 
can determine the 
physician’s preferred 
method of contact and 
easily obtain permission 
to fax more information. 

“Another benefit of our 
recruitment method is 
that we are able to find a 
physician if he or she has 
moved or changed 
practices,” says Dunlap. 

The features minimize t
typically result in higher
greater interaction with 
satisfaction scores from att
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“Getting doctors ‘in the
challenge for clients wheth
branded educational pr
“There is great competitio
attention.” This is true whe
to-face or online. 
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eatures and Benefits of Online Brand Education 
Programs 

Polling – Allows the pharma client to get a 
better idea of the knowledge, attitude, and 

actice-specific interests of the audience. 
Asynchronous – Web casts can be accessed 
live or after the event in an archive allowing for 
a larger audience. 
Moderated program – Questions can be 
asked in an open forum both at the onsite 
event and during the simultaneous Web 
broadcast. All attendees hear the questions 
answers. Docs online can also send questions
via text messages or over the 

and 
 

phone. 
Evaluation – At the conclusion of the event, 
online attendees can be directed to an 
evaluation form and/or to the client’s branded 
Web site for more details and special offers 
(e.g., ordering samples). 
Reporting – MedPoint’s online Event 
Management System (EMS) allows real time 
reporting of registration and attendance 
activities.  This powerful tool allows sales and 
marketing executives to keep close tabs on 
registration and recruitment by geographic 
territory, conference times and faculty 
tilization. Continuous-quality-improvement is 

provided through ongoing assessment of 
program performance and benchmarking of 
best practices. 
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 event and for clinicians 
 logging on. 

“A mail or even e-mail recruitment campaign is only 
as good as the list, which we all know is never 
100% up-to-date.”  Additionally MedPoint maintains 
an active database of more than 180,000 
physicians. 

echnical concerns, and 
 levels of attendance, 

faculty, and superior 
endees. Besides, MedPoint’s clients could spend thousands 

of dollars to obtain mailing lists and on printing and 
mailing fees only to get a 3% response rate. “We 
still may send this information to doctors, but they 
have been qualified beforehand – the response 
rate, consequently, is much higher.” 

 seat’ is the greatest 
er it’s a CME program or 
ogram,” says Dunlap. 
n for doctors’ time and 
ther the program is face-
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Conclusion 
When delivering information to physicians, whether 
it’s unbranded CME or branded education, it is 
critical that multiple channels be used 
synergistically in order to reach the largest possible 

audience at the lowest possible price point. The 
integrated offline and online capabilities of 
MedPoint are critical assets that can ensure the 
success of such programs! 
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Pharma Marketing News 
Pharma Marketing News is an independent, 
free monthly electronic newsletter focused 
on issues of importance to pharmaceutical 
marketing executives. It is a service of the 
Pharma Marketing Network – The First 
Forum for Pharmaceutical Marketing Experts 
– which brings together pharmaceutical 
marketing professionals from manufacturers, 
communications companies, and marketing 
service providers for wide ranging 
discussions and education on a multitude of 
current topics. 
Pharma Marketing Network & Pharma 
Marketing News provide executive-level 
content, professional networking & business 
development with permission-based 
emarket-ing opportunities.  
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